
THE THREE RESPONSIBILITIES OF LEGAL
EDUCATION: TIME FOR CLARIFICATION

George Neff Stevens*

There was a day when the mission of the law school was clear.
Its purpose was to prepare its students for entry into the practice of
law; and law school education was greeted enthusiastically as a
welcome substitute for the apprentice system. Today, the mission of
legal education is conceded to be much broader; but, this much
admitted, agreement as to what the mission now is, let alone how the
mission is to be accomplished, is hard to find.'

What are we doing and why are we doing it? Law schools as a2
group present at least three faces to society today as a result of their
varied educational activities. Behind the first face lies the curriculum
leading to the first degree in law; the second covers graduate and
continuing legal education programs; and from the mouth of the third
flows the evidence of the law schools' fulfillment of their research
responsibility, individual and institutional.

The extent to which, as well as the manner in which, a particular
school participates in one or more of these three activities is, and
should continue to be, a matter for its own determination. But, much
of the present confusion, with its resulting tumult and criticism, might
well be eliminated and give way to constructive planning and
development if law schools demonstrated a clearer understanding and
appreciation of the fact that these functions do afford different
opportunities and responsibilities. The present sfrfirgasbord approach
to second- and third-year course offerings is an example of a confusion
of these functions. The result is a rather unsatisfactory effort to satisfy
research and reform ambitions of teacher and student by offering new,
or relevant, or interdisciplinary courses, aimed primarily at developing
within the faculty and student body a quasi capacity to do empirical
research directed toward improvement of the law or its administration,
or to explore "newly developing" areas of the law on an
interdisciplinary basis, as a part of the curriculum leading to the first
degree in law, in response and reaction to diverse, generalized and too
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I. See, for example, AMERICAN ASSEMBLY. LAW IN A CHANGING AMERICA (G. Hazard ed.
1968) and reports of the AALS Curriculum Committee, such as those found in AALS
PROCEEDINGS. pt. I, at 37-55 (1966); AALS PROCEEDINGS, pt. I, at 40-42 (1967): and AALS
PROCEEDINGS. pt. 1, § 2, at 7-38 (1968).
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often cliche-ridden criticisms of present-day LL.B.-J.D. programs.
There must be a better way! And, of course, there is.

What should we be doing, what should be our goals, with respect
to each of these three responsibilities of law school legal education? The
objective of the program leading to the first degree in law should be
preparation for admission to the bar, no more and no less.

The objectives of graduate and continuing legal education could,
and should, be as broad or as narrow as the resources and imagination
and energy of a particular law school faculty permit. The instructional
programs could range from the short-term how-to-do-it session for the
neophyte lawyer to inter- and intradisciplinary programs leading to
either the S.J.D. or the Ph.D. degree in any field of human endeavor
or activity in which the place, or purpose, or effectiveness of law, either
historically, philosophically, or as an instrument of social control, is,
or might be, pertinent. 2

The objectives of the research face of law school legal education
should, and in fact must, be to encourage the law schools to carry out
their responsibility as a part of the university community of scholars
to advance as well as to transmit knowledge. From this source,
properly developed, will come the data and the insights essential to the
intelligent development and use of law in our society.' From this
research will come the materials which will be the grist for new courses
for graduate exploration, new programs for legislative, administrative,
and judicial consideration, and new approaches to help the lawyer in
his problem-solving capacity. From this research will come the basic

2. See, for example. Cavers, Legal Education in Forward-Looking Perspective, in
AMERICAN ASSEMBLY. LAW IN A CHANGING AMERICA 148 (G. Hazard ed. 1968); and ALI-ABA
JOINT COMMITTIEE ON CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION. MEETING THE EDUCATIONAL NEEDS O1

Tin: Ni\ LI. AD.IITTEI) LAWNER A PROPOSAL FOR GENERAL PRACTICE COURSES (1968).
3. See, for example, the suggestions developed by the AALS Committee on Studies Beyond

the First Degree in Law, AALS PROCEEDINGS, pt. I, § 2, at 95 et seq. (1968): Massel, Legal
Institutions in a Changing Societ: The NeedJor Appraisal, 21 J. LEGAL ED. 125 (1968); Sneed,
Presidential . lddress /968. AALS PROCEEDINGS. pt. 2, at 51 (1968): McKay, Legal Education:

It Is Later Than )ou Think. 52 JUDICATURE 272 (1969); Report oJ Curriculum Comoittee,
AALS PROCIAI INGS, Pt. I. at 40 (1966): Lindsay, .ew Directions .or the Administration oJ
Criminal Ju.stice. 52 ,IuI)ICATURI 228 (1969); \MERICAN BAR FOUNDATION. PSYCIIOLOGY AND

THI LAW: Tii v I)1\l5\1A (1969): and Hazard. L.nihotionts oni the Lstes o f Behavioral Science i17
the Law. 19 C.\si \V. Ris. I. RiF. 71 (1967). IFor an interesting approach to the training of"
lawyers, law tcachcrs and graduate students in Social Science Methods in Legal Education,
contact Dean Robert B. Ycgec of the University of' Denver about their SSMILE summer
institute.

4. The undergraduate law% school scminar definitcly. and perhaps even the graduate seminar,
is not an appropriate place for undertaking empirical research projects. As Kalven points out in
The Quest Jor the Middle Range: Einpirical Inquir'" atd Legal Polio3", in AMERICAN ASSEMBLY.
LAW IN A CHANGING SOCIlTY 56, particularly at 57 (G. Hazard ed. 1968), empirical research
takes time, and planning, and a lot of both, in order to produce useful and reliable information.
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data we need to properly evaluate and, after evaluation, to change or
modify, if necessary, the basic curriculum leading to the first degree in
law, and the requirements for admission to the bar. 5

Too many law schools have been asking too many of their faculty
members to carry too heavy a burden of both institutional and

5. That there is plenty to be done is illustrated by the following excerpt from RI-PORT 0t

AMERICAN ASSEMBLY ON LAW AND THE CHANGING SOCIETY 7-9 (1968). particularly with respect

to:
EDUCATION

The changes in society's expectation for the legal profession require corresponding

changes in legal education:
I. Financial sources now available to law schools are inadequate. Additional

financial support is required from government, foundations, corporations, the legal

profession and other sources.
2. The cost of going to law school, when added to the cost of college, makes the

cost of a legal education prohibitive for many persons in our society. The question of

the required duration of legal education and pre-legal education should be re-appraised
from this perspective. Pending such inquiry, substantial scholarship assistance ought to

be made available to students who cannot otherwise afford to go to law school.

3. The legal profession should attract to its ranks members from all segments of

our society. Experience indicates that this can be accomplished only if a special effort
is made to overcome barriers imposed by poverty and cultural differences. Lawyers and
las firms must take affirmative action to provide career opportunities for lawyers who

are members of minority ethnic groups. We commend establishment of the Council on
Legal Education Opportunity by the American Bar Association, the National Bar

Association and the Association of American Law Schools, and the training and

scholarship program the Council is organizing to encourage Negroes, Mexican-

Americans and members of other disadvantaged groups to become lawyers.
4. The evolvement of predominantly Negro law schools, regardless of the

circumstances surrounding their origin, must now be recognized as a reality and as a
needed education resource. Many Negro students attend these schools. We encourage

their strengthening and expansion. At the same time, the right of all minority group
students to be considered for admission to all law schools without discrimination on

account of race is no% assured. We urge all law schools to facilitate admission of
students from disadvantaged groups.

i. I-as schools cannot be identical in their curricula. Each lass school should be
encouraged to determine whether its program of legal education responds to the needs

of the bar and the society it serves. In this re-evaluation, each school should wseight

the need for professional preparation, for clinical work, education in the lawyer's role
in legal and social planning, and research, including interdisciplinary research. While

recognizing the relevance of the explosion of specialized knowledge in the behavioral

sciences. lass schools should keep in view their obligation to prepare lawyers for their

roles as generalists.
6. lass schools should seek closer relationships with other parts of their

universities and with each other to profit by and contribute to the advancement of

knowledge. Law schools, in cooperation with the organized bar, should consider the
development of programs of education and training for sub-professional and
paraprofessional personnel.
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individual research without sufficient thought as to the effects of this
activity on other educational responsibilities. All too often the
economic implications of a subtly or openly required research response
as a condition of promotion in rank or salary have been overlooked
or slighted. Too rarely are faculty members provided with adequate
secretarial help, research assistants, library reference services, or
compensatory time off for even required research activity. All too
frequently the seminar has been used, and abused, as a device to help
the teacher satisfy personal or required research activity, at minimal
institutional expense and with dubious educational and research returns
either to the student or to society. Recognition of the place of research
in the educational responsibilities of our law schools as an independent,
and essential, part of the total picture would eliminate abuse, conscious
or unconscious, and permit a better understanding of the place, the
cost, and the extent of faculty responsibility for either or both
individual or institutional research programs.

A separation of functions along the lines suggested is feasible, and
practical. As indicated above, graduate and continuing legal education
programs, and the nature and extent of research activities, may be cut
to fit a law school's cloth. But, how and where to cut must turn upon
the nature of the program leading to the first degree in law.

Accepting the premise that the objective of the program leading
to the first degree in law should be preparation for admission to the
bar, no more and no less, what kind of program will satisfy this goal?
Professor Joseph T. Sneed, immediate past president of the Association
of American Law Schools, has suggested that we take a close look at

7. The necessary growth of continuing legal education depends upon the support
of the bar, the law schools and the judiciary. Greater cooperation among participating
organizations, improved efficiency, and higher quality should be the aim. Continuing
legal education can contribute to instruction in the law schools, and the law schools
can in turn improve the quality of continuing legal education, if the relationships
between the two are extended and strengthened. Judges should assist in education
programs designed for the bar and participate in programs designed especially for them.
Programs of continuing education for judges should be strengthened, and similar
programs should be established for adjudicative officials in administrative agencies.

8. The value and nature of bar examinations should be reassessed, particularly
in the light of the influence they may have on law school curricula. The bar should
consider developing alternative means to verify the competence of a new lawyer.

RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY
I. Research is important to the rational analysis and evaluation of legal services

and institutions. There is need for detailed study of the effects of particular legal
arrangements, and for basic and applied research into law. The conduct of such
research will require closer connection between law and the behavioral sciences.

[Vol. 1:87
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our program, and has warned us of the danger.' This close look
indicates the presence of a lot more water in our program leading to
the .first degree in law than is needed to quench our thirst or to put
out wasteful or even dangerous fires; we may be forced to admit that
we have built a very comfortable heated swimming pool. Perhaps it's
time to pull the plug.

The 3-year full-time law school program has been with us almost
from the time the memory of man runneth not to the contrary. It has
been criticized in recent years from almost every conceivable angle. In
response, curriculum changes have come so fast and so frequently that
this year's experiments are dead and gone before even the semblance
of an evaluation of their merits is possible. We are told that our
students are bored after the first year,7 so we offer them a proliferation
of free electives. We are told that the law school curriculum should be
relevant, so we add courses on problems of the day. We are told that

Increases in the currently miniscule level of funding for such studies would generate
important interdisciplinary work. We urge Congress to support agencies authorized to
provide for research on the law, and to enact pending legislation to establish and fund
a national law foundation.

2. The profession should increase its efforts to take advantage of the developing
technology of electronic data processing. Possible uses for the computer range from the
storage and systematic retrieval of legal materials, to the employment of simulation
techniques and linear programming, to calculate the consequences of legally significant
events. At the same time, the profession should seek to develop the law necessary to
deal with computer technology.

And a lot is being done. See Little, Pawns and Processes: A Quantitative Study of Unknowns in
Legal Education, 21 J. LEGAL ED. 145 (1968), and such AALS Projects as the Bar Examinations
Study, Legal Education for Professional Responsibility, Libraries Study, Needed Legal Services,
Part-Time Legal Education Study, Social Science Methods in Legal Education, and Trial
Advocacy.

6. Professor Sneed, in his PresidentialAddress- 1968. said:
Law schools are, and will become increasingly, many things. One thing they will

remain, however. They will not cease to be the facility by which pre-admission training
is given to those who desire a career at the bar. This unyielding circumstance imposes
upon us an enormous responsibility that cannot be met by permitting the post-
Langdellian era to be shaped by mindless altruism, parochial political considerations,
and decisions made to obtain the ephemeral affections of students or the elimination
of threats of mob rule.

Each change in the future must be evaluated to determine the extent to which it
impairs, or strengthens, our capacity to perform the pre-admission educational
function. Should we permit the schooling for which we have responsibility to become
formless, undemanding, and academically corrupt we shall deserve the contempt with
which we will be held by both the profession and society. I tell you nothing you do
not know when I say there exist today forces that, if yielded to repeatedly, will earn
for us this disgrace. AALS PROCEEDINGS, pt. 2, at 61 (1968).
7. Robertson, Some Suggestions on Student Boredom in English and American Law

Schools, 20 J. LEGAL ED. 278 (1968).
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our students should get involved, so we add all sorts of "clinical"
training programs to an already overcrowded curriculum. We are told
that we should join the university, so we permit our students to take a
limited number of hours of work in other departments of the university.
We are told that we should integrate the law with the social sciences,8

so we add interdisciplinary seminars and courses in law and medicine,
law and psychiatry, law and sociology, law and business, ad infinitum.
All this is expensive, so the prestige of a school increases according to
its ability to add new courses to the smofgasbord spread out on the
law school table.. But does this rich and varied fare really prepare the
candidate for admission to the bar? Does it merely result in indigestion
of more or less serious proportions? Or does it simply make for good,
but unnecessarily heavy, eating for admission to the bar? Seriously, is
the response to educational improvement going to be nothing more
than a proliferation of available courses?

To answer these questions accurately we are going to have to know
a lot more about what lawyers do and how they do or should be doing
it than present data permit. Nevertheless, we are not without guides.
Not so very long ago a committee of the AALS endeavored to define
the "compleat" lawyer in order to ascertain what elements in his
make-up could best be taught during the prelegal educational stage.'
A look at this sterling character, the "compleat" lawyer, also reveals

8. A method of integration of the social sciences and the law which offers more than just
mere talk calls for a series of regularly scheduled meetings at which members of the faculty in
each of the social sciences in turn will discuss with the law school faculty developments in their
respective fields which appear to be, may be or are relevant to the law as an instrument of social
control. In this way the law school faculty could keep current, and could integrate into the
appropriate courses the new materials, approaches and insights brought to their attention by their
university colleagues.

9. Report of the Committee on Prelegal Education, AALS PROCEEDINGS 151-52, 154
(1951):

Suggestion I:
High on the list of characteristics of the complete lawyer I would put
A. I. a personal sense of responsibility for the welfare of the individual and the

destiny of the body politic,
2. high standards of integrity, and
3. intellectual curiosity.

To be a successful lawyer, he should have
B. I. the capacity to inspire confidence, and

2. the ability to get along with people.
In addition to these attributes he must

C. I. have the capacity for sustained, intensive intellectual work,
2. be industrious,
3. be accurate,
4. be thorough,

[Vol. 1:87
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components which can, and should, be taught in law schools prior to
admission to the bar. Attitudes, information, skills and mental

processes are vital parts of the lawyer's make-up. We have a pretty

5. have creative ability,
6. be resourceful,
7. have a good imagination, and
8. have respect for facts.

Given these attributes, to make himself effective he must have
D. I. the ability to think precisely,

2. the ability to think consecutively, and
3. the ability to reason.

To reason effectively, he must
E. I. be familiar with and understand reasoning processes,

2. be familiar with logical and scientific methods of reasoning, and
3. be familiar with and be able to use both deductive and inductive reasoning.

In addition to these abilities, the lawyer must have
F. I. a realization of the importance of facts,

2. the ability to pay heed to every relevant fact, whether or not that fact
is to his liking,

3. the ability to evaluate evidence,
4. skill in the art of marshalling facts, and
5. the ability to grasp a large mass of facts, to arrange them and use them

in the solution of a problem.
Even with all the above skills and abilities, the lawyer will fail unless he has

G. I. the ability to express himself clearly, and
2. the ability to grasp the meaning of what he reads.

In other words, he must have an excellent command of the English language, and
he must have the ability to write and speak in clear, forceful and attractive English.
He must be able to use language critically, to use words as tools.

With all these talents the lawyer is not a complete laywer unless he has
H. developed the capacity to exercise an independent and critical judgment upon

most of the problems involved in the art of living in civilized society. This capacity is
acquired

I. through intensive study,
2. through self-discipline, and
3. through a broad and sound cultural background.

It requires the lawyer to have
I. I. a clear understanding of governmental, economic and social problems and the

results of man's experience with the various panaceas for governmental, economic and
social.tribulations,

2. an aroused and abiding interest in the physical, social and ethical problems
of the world in which he lives,

3. an ability to understand and weigh the forces that mould human life and
institutions,

4. the ability to observe accurately,
5. knowledge of human nature,
6. a comprehension of the importance of environment, and
7. a knowledge of the language of business.
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good idea of the essentials.'0 Lawyers, past and present, from their
professional experience, have pointed to some basic requirements for

Suggestion 2:

Components Best
Taught Prior to

Law School

Communication skills:
Reading
Writing
Speaking
Listening

Ability to handle con-
cepts not reducible
to visible physical
demonstration

Attainment of a fairly
higher order of skill
-a near mastery
-of at least one
academic specialty

Comprehension of the
principal details and
significance of a
maximum number of
world trends in a
maximum number of
areas, e.g.
Political, social

and economic
organization

Literature

Education

Components Best
Exposed to Prior to

Law School

The homely virtues:
Honesty
Initiative
Responsibility
Integrity
Industry

A maximum familiari-
ty with patterns
of human behavior

Imagination

Foresight and planning

Insight into the
physics of leadership

Components Teachable
Only in Law School

Communication skills
applied to legal
materials

Functions of law and
law-men in past and
present societies

Vision of goals to im-
prove the foregoing

Sharpening of ability
to appraise alterna-
tives and discern
human aspirations
(values)

Persuasion

A definite, hard core of
current information
about trends in the
legal processes in
detail

A thorough understand-
ing of at least the
following processes:

Judicial
Legislative
Administrative
Negotiation and

informal adjust-
ment of conflict

10. See as a fine example, as well as one of the earliest examples, this statement from the
BULLETIN of the Ohio State University College of Law, 1940-41:

OBJECTIVES
The curriculum was carefully examined and revised by the law faculty during 1938

and 1939. Through this new curriculum it is expected that the college will be able more
fully to attain the following objectives which it has set for itself.

I. To Develop Attitudes
(a) Professional

Awareness of law as a profession and not a business and a responsiveness to
the obligations and opportunities of the profession

(b) Social

[Vol. 1:87
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the successful practice of law." Consideration and inclusion of these
skills and insights in the curriculum strengthens considerably the
chances of achieving a satisfactory program leading to the first degree
in law. Furthermore, the admitting authorities, by their selection of a

Awareness of social implications in legal problems and legal relations
(c) Scientific

Readiness to withhold judgment until the facts are presented and a readiness
to revise judgments upon additional data and experience

(d) Scholastic
Awareness of law as a learned vocation and appreciation of the basic tra-
ditions of the law

II. To Impart Information
(a) History of legal ideas and institutions
(b) Present legal concepts in various legal subjects
(c) Present trends of legal thought
(d) Knowledge of existing procedures with present trends
(e) Data concerning facts and experiences of life as they may be applied to legal

problems
III. To Develop Technical Skills

(a) Accurate and effective written and oral expression
(b) Use of law books
(c) Brief-making
(d) Office practice- business documents
(e) Court practice

I V. To Stimulate Powers of Analysis and Synthesis
(a) Case Law

I. Reading and interpreting cases
2. Rationalizing separate cases
3. Constructing systematic statements of legal principles

(b) Fact Situation
I. Interpreting legal, social, economic, political and practical elements of the

problem
2. Applying legal, social, economic, political and practical principles to

solution of the problem.
II. From Report of the Special Committee to the Section of Legal Education and

Admissions to the Bar, 46 A. B.A. RP. 681 (1921):
Turning first, then, to a consideration of what a lawyer's training should be, we

meet the suggestion that there must be different kinds of training to produce different
kinds of lawyers. [Note: Compare this contention with the position taken by Cavers,
Legal Education in Forward-Looking Perspective, in AMERICAN ASSEMBLY, LAW IN A
CHANGING AMERICA 139-56 (G. Hazard ed. 1968).]

With this position we do not agree. In spite of the diversity of human relations
with respect to which the work of lawyers is done, the intellectual requisites are in all
cases substantially the same. From the first interview with his client to the last step in
litigation the lawyer must be trained to apprehend and to state the pertinent facts in
logical sequence, to perceive clearly the questions of law presented, and to extract from
statutes and decisions the principles of law applicable. And in every case, whatever its
nature, he must be able to apply the fundamental principles of the common law.

One of the most pungent statements, source uncertain, is to the effect that a lawyer is a person
who is able to work serenely in a climate of uncertainty.
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common core of basic, or fundamental, subjects for bar examination
coverage, selected by reason of their personal knowledge as practicing
lawyers of what lawyers have to know in order to do what they are
doing from day to day, give us a group of subjects that we, until in
our ivory tower wisdom we have reason to know better, 2 cannot be too
far afield in using as the grist for our educational mills. 13

One additional objective must be considered. Should the program
leading to the first degree in law be designed to train "generalists" or
"specialists"? As the practice of law moves toward more and more
specialization, it becomes ever more imperative to assure that all
lawyers have had a basic legal education of the broadest sort. Before
we permit a lawyer to qualify as a specialist, we should require him to
qualify as a well-grounded, well-rounded, well-trained generalist. The
program leading to the first degree in law should, therefore, be designed

12. I find a distressing lack of humility in my colleagues (as they no doubt do in me). Truth
having been discovered, the reason for dissent disappears. Voltaire's famous statement is accepted
today only under "'proper" circumstances. There is more than a germ of truth in newspaperman
Bob Roberts' description of us: "The strident minority of educationists who fancy themselves
superbly gifted to direct the social order." Roberts, Teachers, as Moral Arbiters, Fail on Sex,
Seattle Times, March 30, 1969, § 4. There is precious little evidence of the accuracy of our own
appraisal of our omnipotence. There is plenty of evidence that some present trends, unless
checked, will destroy the university as a center of learning and make of it a propaganda center
for who knows what. See, contrast and compare Gross, Academic Halls Become Propaganda
Centers, Seattle Times, Feb. 2, 1969, at 22, cols. 1-6, with J. BARZUN, THE AMERICAN

UNIVERSITY (1968), and J. RIDGEWAY, THE CLOSED CORPORATION (1968), as reported in Time,
Nov. 22, 1968, at 55-56, and referred to in Curriculum Committee Report, AALS PROCEEDINGS,

pt. I, § 2, at 27 (1968). And remember Professor Sneed's warnings, both in note 6 supra and in
Action Programs and Academic Freedom, 21 J. LEGAL ED. 217 (1968), particularly at 221:

My sixth observation is that, as we move toward the involvement I am discussing,
each of us has an obligation to urge that the institution of which he is a part maintain
a receptiveness to ideas other than those that he has concluded are best. An institutional
"openness" to a broad spectrum of interests and programs will not only provide useful
allies in time of strife, but also contribute to the growth of a perspective that will
preclude fanatical attachment to the narrow interests of a small group.

The most disturbing aspect of these remarks is the very fact that a President of the Association
of American Law Schools felt that he had to make them!

13. The basic, or common core of subjects found on most bar examinations are these:
Business Entities, Constitutional Law, Conflict of Laws, Contracts, Criminal Law, Equity,
Evidence, Pleading, Property (Real and Personal), Taxation (usually personal federal income),
Torts, Wills (including trusts and intestacy) and all or part of the UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE.
In recent years, a number of states have added Administrative Law to the list. Stevens, Scope
and Subject Content of Bar Examinations, 19 THE BAR EXAMINER 99 (1950); THE NATIONAL

CONFERENCE OF BAR EXAMINERS, THE BAR EXAMINERS' HANDBOOK 130-36, 318-19 (1968). You

will note that in my proposed curriculum I have excluded Equity as a separate course. This does
not mean that equitable remedies should not be considered somewhere in the curriculum, but it
does illustrate my belief that the substantive equity course is obsolete.

[Vol. 1:87
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with this objective in mind." Training in the "specialities" should be
an important part of graduate and continuing legal education. Properly
conceived, this division of labor in law school legal education will
produce a better-trained bar, better equipped to handle volume business
more efficiently as well as more effectively, and better able to perceive
and adapt to changes required by changing patterns of social,
economic, and political activity in the future.

How much time should be allocated to the program leading to the
first degree in law? Are 3 years necessary or could the job be done in
2 academic years? The first serious request in recent years for a
reconsideration, and reduction, of the length of the program leading to
the first degree in law came out of the 1968 American Assembly on
Law and the Changing Society.' There is no sound reason why a
carefully selected program that

1. takes into consideration the division of labor, the factors, and
guides mentioned above, and

2. is designed
a) to impart training in and familiarity with basic skills, insights,

habits of mind, and thought processes of the lawyer, and
b) to assure essential familiarity with basic concepts and

institutions

cannot be completed in less than 2 calendar years in a full-time law
school, as will be demonstrated below.

14. REPORT OF AMERICAN ASSEMBLY ON LAW AND THE CHANGING SOCIETY 8 (1968):
5. Law schools cannot be identical in their curricula. Each law school should be

encouraged to determine whether its program of legal education responds to the needs
of the bar and the society it serves. In this re-evaluation, each school should weigh the
need for professional preparation, for clinical work, education in the lawyer's role in
legal and social planning, and research, including interdisciplinary research. While
recognizing the relevance of the explosion of specialized knowledge in the behavioral
sciences, law schools should keep in view their obligation to prepare lawyers Jor their
roles as generalists. (Emphasis added.)

See also STAFF OF SUBCOMMITTEE ON NATIONAL SECURITY AND INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS,

SENATE COMM. ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS, 90TH CONG.. SPECIALISTS AND GENERALISTS-A
SELECTION OF READINGS (Comm. Print 1968); Pedrick, Collapsible Specialists, 55 A.B.A.J. 324
(1969). But see Goldstein, The Unfulfilled Promise of Legal Education, in AMERICAN ASSEMBLY,

LAW IN A CHANGING AMERICA 161-63 (G. Hazard ed. 1968). An interesting definition of the
generalist appears in Report of the Chairman of the Committee on Curriculum, AALS
PROCEEDINGS, pt. I, § 2, at 18 (1968):

The quintessence of the generalist is not general knowledge, but the habit of mind that
examines propositions critically, that appreciates the plurality of society and that seeks
to adjust social .conflict through orderly processes of accommodation and compromise
without asserting the preeminence of one value over another.
15. REPORT OF AMERICAN ASSEMBLY ON LAW AND THE CHANGING SOCIETY 7 (1968):

19691
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On the other hand, both facts and present-day attitudes shed
doubts on the necessity for a 3-year program leading to the first degree
in law. First: Faculties, apparently, can no longer agree on either the
required or even the elective subject content of the 3-year curriculum,
as is demonstrated by the rapid spread of the free-elective approach
after the first year in law school. 6 Are we really satisfied, let alone
certain, that the passage of time plus the taking of a minimum number
of hours in a minimum number of elective subjects makes for a well-
rounded, let alone adequate, preparation for admission to the bar?
Even more pertinent, are we sure that spending 2 academic years
wandering through the academic vineyard, tasting only the grapes that
look most tempting at the moment, is either essential or even a fair
return for the students' time and effort and expense?

Second: As Professor Kelso has pointed out in his study of Part-
Time Legal Education: "[O]ver 50% of the day seniors are employed.
It is clear that part-timeness is indeed a major phenomenon in
American legal education today." 7 Although we should be interested
in learning why this is so, the more significant fact is that, in spite of
this widespread condition, practically all of these seniors graduate and
the vast majority pass the bar examination on the first try. This being
the case, and since the phenomenon of outside employment is not

EDUCATION

The changes in society's expectation for the legal profession require corresponding
changes in legal education:

I. Financial sources now available to law schools are inadequate. Additional
financial support is required from government, foundations, corporations, the legal
profession and other sources.

2. The cost of going to law school, when added to the cost of college, makes the
cost of a legal education prohibitive for many persons in our society. The question o]
the required duration of legal education and pre-legal education should be re-appraised
forom this perspective. Pending such inquiry, substantial scholarship assistance ought to
be made available to students who cannot otherwise afford to go to law school.
(Emphasis added.)

For other recent references, suggesting shorter or longer periods of training for the first degree in
law, see AMERICAN ASSEMBLY, LAW IN A CHANGING AMERICA 147 and 148 (G. Hazard ed. 1968):
letter from Judge C.S. Desmond to the editor, CORNELL LAW FORuMI 3 (Summer 1968); Report
of the Curriculut Comntittee, AALS PROCEEDINGS, Pt. I, at 37-55 (1966); Report of the
Committee on Curriculum, AALS PROCEEDINGS, pt. I, § 2, at 7-38 (1968).

16. See Johnstone, Mooney, Goldstein, Kelso, Dillard, Gellhorn, and Morris, Roundtable
on Curricular ReJbrm, 20 J. LEGAL ED. 387 (1968); Report of the Curriculum Committee, AALS
PROCEEDINGS, Pt. I, at 37 et seq. (1966); and Report of the Committee on Curriculum, AALS
PROCEEDINGS, Pt. I, § 2, at 7 et seq. (1968).

17. C. Kelso, Preliminary Report, Part-Time Legal Education, ch. I, at 5 and 38 (1968).

[Vol. 1:87
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limited to third-year students,"8 why should not the programs of the
second and third year be consolidated? Our law students should not be
forced to spend an unnecessary year on the road to the first degree in
law if an adequate program can be presented in a shorter period of
time.

Third: Practicing lawyers are apparently well aware of the fact
that law students are seeking employment, and they are also apparently
of the opinion that these students have progressed to the point where
they can serve a useful function in the law office."5

Fourth: The significance of the current trend toward more clinical
training both within and outside the law school deserves careful

18. Kelso, Report on the Study, oj Part-Time Legal Education, AALS PROCEEDINGS, pt.

1, at 188-89 (1967):

Ill. STUDENT EMPLOYMENT AS A FACTOR IN DAYTIME LEGAL

EDUCATION

Reporting to the AALS Southeastern Conference of Law Teachers, Dean John
Hervey stated in Charleston this August that one of the most serious problems facing
American legal education today is the number of part-time day students and the
number of nominally full-time professors who actually are part-time. Passing by
professorial problems, for the moment, we may first ask the question: What proportion
of American law students are employed? We know that almost all evening students are
employed. However, even though evening students comprised but 21% of our sample,
667 of the seniors who indicated whether they were currently employed responded that
they were. Again, even though only 1,059 students specifically noted that they attended
classes in the evening, 1,991 stated that they had been employed for 5 months or more
during their freshman year; 2,497 made a similar report for the second year; and 2,684
for the third year.

Consistent with these results is the fact that approximately 75% of the alumni who
responded to our questionnaire reported that they had been employed while attending
law school (though only 32% attended evening classes). And, you may recall, only 31%
of the reporting law teachers said that they had no employment while attending law
school.
19. That this feeling-that law students have time for activities outside their law school

programs-is rather widely shared by the bars is demonstrated by the following announcement
in a very recent state bar bulletin:

BAR ENCOURAGES LAW SCHOOL CLERKSHIP PROGRAM

Many practicing attorneys have found it profitable to employ law students as

clerks, particularly during summer months, in addition to partial employment the

balance of the year. The Law School Liaison Committee of the . ., . State Bar has
found that many law students are keenly interested in a clerkship program and the

committee is encouraging the enlargement of this program and making it easier for

attorneys to avail themselves of this help.
The students are very enthusiastic; they have completed about 2/3 of their legal

education and look forward to a variety of experiences in such a program. They do
need proper supervision; however, as clerks, they can do research, run courthouse

errands, serve documents, assist in investigations and do some clerical work. In
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attention and a new evaluation.' The acceptance by the bench, the bar,
and the law schools of clinical programs in which third-year law
students are permitted to advise indigent clients on both civil and
criminal matters, even though supervised, must be based upon the
assumption that such students are qualified to render such services and
have the time to do the job adequately. 21 Given these attitudes and
assumptions, it should be apparent that if 2 years of preparation under
present elective programs accomplishes this much, a well-designed 2-
year program ought to easily bring the applicant up to the point where
he is really ready for admission to the bar. Conceding the value of
clinical training as a part of the development of the "compleat"

addition, they may accompany the practicing lawyer to the courtroom, although they
may not make appearances as such. The practicing lawyer, as well as the student,
benefit from their employment.

Salaries generally range from $250 to $350 per month for full time employment,
with part time work on the basis of $3.50 to $5.00 per hour.

20. Compare the reaction of law teachers to Frank, A Disturbing Look at the Law Schools,
2 J. LEGAL ED. 189 (1949) and Cantrall, Law Schools and the Layman: Is Legal Education Doing
Its Job?, 38 A.B.A.J. 907 (1952), as indicated by such articles as McClain, Is Legal Education
Doing Its Job?-A Reply, 39 A.B.A.J. 120 (1953); Orschel, Is Legal Education Doing Its Job?
Brief o Amicus Curiae, 40 A.B.A.J. 121 (1954); and Stevens, Legal Education jbr Practice. What
the Law Schools Can Do and Are Doing, 40 A.B.A.J. 211 (1954), with the present interest in
extensive clinical training programs in the law schools, as evidenced by Casad, Trial Courts and
Law Schools-An Alliance ]br Progress, 49 J. AM. JuD. Soc'y 52 (1965), which describes a
University of Kansas School of Law program under which 25 third-year law students spend 7 to
8 weeks full time in a state trial court; and the program at Arizona State's new law school, which
contemplates clinical activity of 8-week "quadrants" in public law offices-legal aid, public
defender, prosecutor- followed by a seminar or group activity, upon their return to law school,
related to these experiences. See Lindsay, New Directions for the Administration of Criminal
Justice, 52 JUDICATURE 228, at 229 (1969), wherein a 7-month legal intern program is suggested,
lasting from February to September, with a full semester's credit and no other courses. The
student would work in the criminal process 4 days each week, and spend the fifth in a seminar
to review and discuss what he encountered.

21. Examples of such acceptance are numerous. Here are a few: In 1967 the House of
Delegates of the American Bar Association approved in principle a resolution, proposed by the
ABA's Section of Legal Education and Admissions to the Bar and cosponsored by the
Association of American Law Schools, promulgating and adopting provisions permitting students
in the final year of a regular course of study in an approved law school to appear in court, under
adequate supervision by members of the bar in good standing, on behalf of indigent persons, in
civil and criminal matters. 92 A.B.A. REP. 326 (1967). The Law Student Division of the American
Bar Association is considering the development of programs designed to involve law students in
community legal programs. AMERICAN BAR NEWS, Feb., 1969, at 3. The Council on Legal
Education for Professional Responsibility, Inc., has announced that it expects to work with law
schools which are interested in making clinical experience a modest but regular part of the law
school curriculum for course credit, stating that "Participation by law students and faculty should
add additional, sorely-needed manpower resources to the administration of justice in the form of
a self-renewing, vigorous group of individuals who take a new look at the legal process each
year." See Note, Attorneys: Oklahoma's New Legal Intern Program, 21 OKLA. L. REV. 47
(1968).
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lawyer, it is, nevertheless, hard to demonstrate that such training is an

essential ingredient in the preparation of an applicant for admission to

the bar.21 If such training is necessary, and there is considerable doubt
as well as difference of opinion on the matter, it properly falls within
the orbit of graduate or continuing legal education.23

What, then, should be the nature of this 2-year program leading
to the first degree in law?24

PRELEGAL EDUCATION

An applicant for admission to the school of law should have to
satisfy one of the following prelegal conditions: 25

1. The successful completion of three-fourths of the work

acceptable for a bachelor's degree at a qualified institution in a

program approved by the admitting law school with a grade point

average of at least 2.75 on a 4.0 basis and with an L.S.A.T. score of

at least 575; or

Comment: The competent student who knows his objective

should be permitted and encouraged to complete his total program for

admission to the bar in 5 years. Studies by the AALS have

encouraged the retention of the 3-year prelegal education possibility. 26

22. Only five states require clerkship, apprenticeship or internship in law offices as

additional requirements (over and above bar examinations or graduation from approved law
schools, i.e., the diploma privilege) for admission to the bar. They are Delaware (6 months), New
Jersey (9 months or, note, a skills and methods course), Pennsylvania (3 months), Rhode Island
(3 months) and Vermont (6 months). THE NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF BAR EXAMINERS, THE BAR

EXAMINERS' HANDBOOK 315 (1968). With respect to the skills and methods substitute, see Jarmel,
The New Jersey Skills Training Course, 17 J. LEGAL ED. 432 (1965). See also ALI-ABA JOINT

COMMITTEE ON CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION, MEETING THE EDUCATIONAL NEEDS OF THE

NEWLY ADMITTED LAWYER-A PROPOSAL FOR GENERAL PRACTICE COURSES (1968).
23. One might well suspect that a great deal of the present enthusiasm for clinical training

programs in the law schools stems from the availability of substantial grants (a rather dubious

justification in the long run) and from the outlet it gives to the energetic, the activist, third-year
student who is seeking relief from a third year of more of the same thing.

24. Not to be confused with Cavers, A Proposal: Legal Education in Two Calendar Years,

49 A.B.A.J. 475 (1963), which proposed a plan for the concentration of the present 3-year

curriculum into 2 calendar years by means of six trimesters.

25. See, in general, AALS, LAW STUDY AND PRACTICE IN THE UNITED STATES, PRE-LAW

HANDBOOK, Pt. I (1967), particularly the Association of American Law Schools' 1952 statement

on prelegal education.
Furthermore, it is not generally known, but several states do require specific subject coverage

as a part of the required prelegal education of all applicants. See, for example, Rule B, 4-5 of

the Board of Bar Examiners of the State of Delaware, DEL. CODE ANN. COURT RULES (Supp.

1968), and Rule Third (3), Rules Governing Registration of Law Students and Admission to the

Bar of Maryland, MD. ANN. CODE (1963), as amended, (Supp. 1968).

26. Warren, Degree Requirement for Admission to Law School, Report on Project 3.

Committee on Admissions to the Bar, AALS PROCEEDINGS, Pt. I, at 37-43 (965). This proposed
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This proposal envisions law school cooperation, with the objective of
making prelegal education more meaningful in the total education of
the applicant for admission to the bar.17

2. Graduation with a bachelor's degree from a qualified
institution in a prelegal program approved by the admitting law school;
or

Comment: Highest priority might well be given to this group,
subject to grade point and L.S.A.T. factors. The objective is to make
the fullest possible use of the 4 undergraduate years in the education
of the applicant for admission to the bar, by way of a cooperative
prelaw program carrying either AALS or individual law school
approval.

2
1

3. Graduation with a bachelor's degree from a qualified
institution.

Comment: The doors of the law schools must remain open to all
college graduates, regardless of the area of their concentration.
However, applicants from this group might well be given a lower
priority than those who satisfy the requirements of group one or two.
Furthermore, selected applicants from this group might well be asked
to spend the summer prior to admission to law school familiarizing
themselves with the content of a list of selected readings in the social
sciences .2

THE 2-YEAR LL.B.-J.D. PROGRAM

It is proposed that the basic in-residence academic program should
consist of two 16-week semesters, in the fall of the first and second

program to be fully effective would require a change in prelegal admission requirements in states
presently requiring a bachelor's degree: Connecticut, Delaware, Kansas, Massachusetts, Ohio,
Pennsylvania, and Puerto Rico.

27. See panel discussion by Hervey, McKay, Miller and Samad, The Right of Law Schools
and Bar Examiners to Take into Account the Inadequacies of Prelaw College Training in
Determining FitnessJbr Graduation or Admission, 37 THE BAR EXAMINER 4 (1968).

28. See note 27 supra, particularly McKay at 8-9.
29. The question as to how, let alone how best, to integrate law and the social sciences has

been debated for over 30 years. Experimentation is not and has not been lacking. However, the
success of these endeavors and their value as a part of the subject matter of the curriculum leading
to the first degree in law has yet to be demonstrated to the satisfaction of the vast majority of
law teachers. On the other hand, the desirability of a broad exposure to the social sciences in
particular prior to the entrance into law school is accepted and is in fact an important
consideration in the reasoning of those who advocate the degree requirement for admission to law
school. It is for these reasons that I propose that applicants in this group should be asked to
strengthen their preparation for law school by reading a good book or two in the areas listed
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years;3 1 two 4-week research and writing terms, during January of each

year;3' and two 18-week semesters, in the spring of the first and second
year.32 Under this proposal classroom, research, and examination time

below. The books suggested are simply that-suggested. Others might well prefer other books in

any or all areas.
Accounting:

M. de Capriles. MODERN FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING (monograph). Rothman, 1963.
Or

B. Ferst and S. Ferst. BASIC ACCOUNTING FOR LAWYERS. ABA-ALI, 1965.
Business Administration:

R. Monsen and B. Saxberg. THE BUSINESS WORLD: INTRODUCTION TO BUSINESS

READINGS. Houghton Mifflin, 1967 (paperback).
R. Sutermeister. PEOPLE AND PRODUCTIVITY. McGraw-Hill, 1963.

Economics:
R. Heilbroner. UNDERSTANDING MACROECONOMICS (2d ed.). Prentice-Hall, 1968.
R. Heilbroner. UNDERSTANDING MICROECONOMICS. Prentice-Hall, 1968.

English Grammar and Composition:
I). Lambuth. THE GOLDEN BOOK ON WRITING. Viking Press, 1964.
W. Strunk and E. White. ELEMENTS OF STYLE. Macmillan, 1959.

History:
H. Muller. UsEs OF THE PAST. Mentor, 1954.
W. McNeill. THE RISE OF THE WEST. Univ. of Chicago Press, 1963.

Logic:
H. Searles. LOGIC AND SCIENTIFIC METHODS: AN INTRODUCTORY CQURSE (3d

ed.). Ronald Press, 1968.
Mathematics:

C. Allendoerfer. MATHEMATICS FOR PARENTS. Macmillan, 1968.
E. Kasner and J. Newman. MATHEMATICS AND THE IMAGINATION. Simon &

Schuster, 1940.
Philosophy:

J. Hospers. INTRODUCTION TO PHILOSOPHICAL ANALYSIS. Prentice-Hall, 1953.
A. Pap and P. Edwards. MODERN INTRODUCTION TO PHILOSOPHY: READINGS

FROM CLASSICAL AND CONTEMPORARY SOURCES. Free Press, 1957.
Psychiatrl:

A.S. Watson. PSYCHIATRY FOR LAWYERS. International Universities Press, 1968.
Psi'chology:

R. Faris. SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY. Ronald Press, 1952.
I. Sarason. PSYCHOANALYSIS AND THE STUDY OF BEHAVIOR: AN ENDURING

PROBI.I-M I\ PSYCtbOLOGY. Van Nostrand. 1965.
Sociology:

R. Faris. HANDBOOK OF MODIRN SOCIOLOGY. Rand McNally. 1964.
Statistics:

M.W. Tate. STATISTICS IN EDUCATION AND PSYCHOLOGY. Macmillan, 1965.
30. The fall term would run from I September through 23 December, with essential

adjustments from year to year. The actual available calendar time between these dates is 16 weeks
and 2 days. Thus, with a 2-day Thanksgiving holiday, unless Saturday classes are contemplated,
a full 16 weeks is available.

31. This presents no problem, except for possible calendar adjustments, since the month
consists of 4 weeks and 3 days.

32. The spring term would run from I February through 13 June, with essential adjustments
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would add up to 76 academic weeks.3
During the summer prior to admission to law school first-year law

students should be asked to read selected materials in preparation for
orientation week.34 The objectives of this program should be to lay the
foundation for the first semester of law school-an introduction, if you
will, to the aims, objectives and methods of legal education. An
essential ingredient of this program should be the opportunity for first-
year students to meet the faculty in small discussion groups. All faculty
members should be involved.

This, perhaps, is the proper place to suggest that this proposal is
premised on a faculty working as a team, rather than a collection of
prima donnas. All faculty members teaching in this program should be
on a 10-month employment contract. Upon the adoption of this
proposal the salary of each participating faculty member should be
increased by an amount equal to one-ninth of his present salary.
Faculty members should be in residence from 20 August until 20 June.

The first-year program might look like this, with such variations
as a school might feel to be more effective:

First Year

January
Fall Term Workshop Spring Term

Legal Method (or Legal Civil Procedure
Introductory Writing Before Trial 4 hrs.
Jurisprudence) 3 hrs. Program- Contracts 3 hrs.

Contracts 3 hrs. designed Property 3 hrs.
Property 3 hrs. for four Torts 3 hrs.
Torts 3 hrs. 44-hour
Legislation 3 hrs. work- Criminal Law
Legal Research 1 hr. weeks and Procedure 4 hrs.

16 hrs. Honors- 17 hrs.
Pass-Fail

from year to year. The actual available time between these dates is 19 weeks. A week's mid-
semester vacation is thus provided for in this proposal.

33. Present American Bar Association standards and factors for the approval of law
schools call for 90 calendar weeks. Factor IX. Curriculum, ABA FACTORS BEARING ON THE

APPROVAL OF LAW SCHOOLS (1957). The requirement of the Association of American Law
Schools is the same. Executive Committee Regulations, 2.1. Hours and credits required, AALS
PROCEEDINGS, pt. 2, at 206 (1967).

34. First-year registration could be scheduled for Friday, 10 days before the opening of the
fall semester. Saturday could be devoted to physical orientation, welcoming addresses and student
bar association and student activity sessions. Orientation week would run Monday through
Friday.

[Vol. 1:87
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Legal Method or Introductory Jurisprudence is included in the
first term in order to give the first-year student a grounding in the
nature and sources of law and an understanding of the place of law in
society as an instrument of social control. Legislation is included in
order to counter at the ,beginning the importance of the common law
in the total picture, as found in Contracts, Torts, and Property. Legal
Research is added in order to get the students ready for the research
and writing term.

The selection of subjects is not alone the key to an effective
program. The teaching methods to be employed during the first year,' 5

as well as the skills and insights to be stressed and developed,36 should
be given very careful faculty attention.

Serious consideration should also be given to the adoption of a
program calling for a one- or two-question examination in Contracts,
Property, and Torts, to be given in December, and to be graded by
faculty teams, in order to spread the load and get out the results as
rapidly as possible, and to be discussed in detail during the January
workshop term.

Class size in both years should be limited to no more than 60
students. The objective here is to encourage more written work or
preliminary testing, and to stress individual attention, in order to
evaluate the student's response to the course before it is too late to do
anything but report that he got lost somewhere along the way.

The first 4-week research and writing term should be devoted to
applying the learning the student has received in how to use the
resources of a law library effectively, to training in memoranda and
brief writing, to the drafting of simple legal instruments, and to a
round of appellate moot court argument. All faculty members should
participate actively in this program. Not only will it spread the load,
but it will provide the individual attention and speedy review of
assignments essential to the development of the full potential of this 4-
week research and writing workshop.37

35. Consider the suggestions found in Report of the Committee on Teaching Methods,
AALS PROCEEDINGS. pt. I, at 198 et seq. (1966), and AALS PROCEEDINGS, pt. I, at 133 et seq.
(1967).

What should be done about the problem of "facts" and "fact gathering"? The law school,
except to a limited degree in clinical courses, is not in a good position to provide experience in
fact gathering, as such. However, all law teachers will agree that we can, should and do stress
the importance of facts, the difficulties in ascertaining the facts, the methods available for
discovering the facts, and the effect of changing fact patterns on the application, and development,
of legal principles, rules and statutes.

36. Seenotes9, 10, 11, 13 and 14supra.
37. The potential of this January workshop might well be explored and employed even if

parts of this proposal are not yet feasible or acceptable.

19691
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The spring term of the first year adds the basic procedure courses,
civil and criminal, and completes the three basic first-year courses.
There is time in this proposed schedule for a full review week, provided
the students are willing to take an examination a day during the final
week.

Summer vacation should not be wasted. Students should be given
a carefully prepared (and limited) list of required readings which will
serve as background for second-year subjects. In addition, the summer
should be used to review all first-year courses in preparation for a
comprehensive examination covering all first-year subjects. This
examination should be given on the Saturday before the first day of
classes in the fall term. The examination should not last longer than 6
hours, three in the morning and three in the afternoon, and should
consist of no more than five unlabeled questions crossing course lines,
plus a sixth, objective-type, question covering the required reading
materials of the summer assignment which should, of course, be graded
separately. My experiments with a comprehensive examination at the
start of the second year satisfy me of its value. The summer review
shores up and extends the student's understanding of his first-year
experience; it gives him an opportunity to see the courses in perspective;
it gets him ready to start his second year the day the term begins; and
the examination, as well as the preparation for it, gives him a taste of
the pleasure and. pain of facing and conquering an unlabeled problem
by working out an acceptable solution, using his newly acquired skills
and knowledge.

Each of the comprehensive questions should be prepared by a
group of professors assigned to the task of preparing and grading that
question. All faculty members should participate, even though they do
not teach, or have never taught, first-year subjects.3 1

Although grading should comply with regular law school
standards, the announced grade might well be, as with the bar
examination, a pass-fail result. The maintenance of high academic
standards is, of course, as vital to this aspect of the program as to any
other. A pass on the comprehensive examination should be a condition
of graduation. Those who fail the comprehensive should be permitted
to take a repeat examination, to be given at the end of the Christmas
recess. If failure persists, graduation should be delayed until the
comprehensive examination is passed.

38. Few faculty members have had an experience of this kind. In one aspect of this
proposal, therefore, the bar examiners are far ahead of us. Group preparation of questions is the
normal procedure with them.

[Vol. 1:87
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Second Year

January
Fall Term Workshop Spring Term

Business Entities 4 hrs. Research Conflict of Laws 4 hrs.
Taxation (Federal-

Constitutional Law 4 hrs. Writing Personal-Income) 4 hrs.
Evidence 4 hrs. Negotia- Wills, Trusts and

Uniform Commercial tion Intestacy 4 hrs.
Uniform CommercialCode 3 hs. TrialCoe3hs

Prcie Code 3 hrs.

Administrative Law 3 hrs. Professional
Responsibility 2 hrs.

18 hrs. 17 hrs.

The proposal for the second year incorporates the balance of
subjects commonly covered by bar examiners 9.3 The proposed program,
calling, as it does, for careful attention to the teaching methods and
techniques selected by the faculty 0 as the appropriate means for
achieving the skills and insights objectives delineated above,4' affords
a wide coverage of the lawyer's activities and responsibilities,
particularly when enriched by a research and writing term devoted to
the preparation of problem-solving memoranda, training in basic
aspects of trial practice, and a course in negotiation. 2

A program such as this will do a better job in 2 years than most
of us are doing in three. In addition, it will get active young people
into the mainstream at least 1 year earlier than at present. There will
be those who object to this proposal on the ground that, if adopted, a
substantial number of law school graduates will not take advantage of
the graduate and continuing legal education programs available to
them. The answer to that might well be-Why should they, unless the
law schools and the bar make such programs both useful and
interesting?

Even if this proposal with respect to the first degree in law gets
an enthusiastic welcome from law faculties and law students, its
usefulness and availability are completely dependent upon its reception

39. See note 13 supra.
40. See note 35 supra.
41. Seenotes9, 10, 11, 13 and 14supra.
42. White, The Lawyer As a Negotiator: An Adventure in Understanding and Teaching

the Art oJ' Negotiation, 19 J. LEGAL ED. 337 (1967); Peck & Fletcher, A Course on the Subject

ojNegotiation, 21 J. LEGAL ED. 196 (1968).
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by the people in the various jurisdictions throughout the United States
who determine the minimum requirements for admission to the bar."
The basic core of subjects upon which this curriculum is built is in line
with present bar examination coverage. In addition, this program calls
for training in skills and insights which are not capable of bar
examination coverage, at least at present.

If the idea makes sense, it should provide an interesting subject for
discussion at the annual meeting of the Committee on Cooperation in
each state, as suggested by Standard 28 of the Code of Recommended
Standards for Bar. Examiners:"

Committee on Cooperation. Each jurisdiction should have an
active and efficient Committee on Cooperation representing the
bench, the bar, the law schools and the bar examiners. 45

But, even if the first degree program, as presented, is not
acceptable to the law schools, the law school world should face up to
the differences in approach essential to a more adequate fulfillment of
the three responsibilities of legal education.

43. A 3-year law school program for full-time students is the present minimum requirement
in all jurisdictions except Montana (2 successive years in law school).

44. THE NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF BAR EXAMINERS, THE BAR EXAMINERS' HANDBOOK 26
(1968). The Code of Recommended Standards for Bar Examiners was adopted by the House of
Delegates of the American Bar Association on 24 February, 1959, 84 A.B.A. REP. 535 (1959);
by the National Conference of Bar Examiners at its annual meeting in August, 1958; and by the
Association of American Law Schools in December, 1958, AALS PROCEEDINGS 26-30 (1958).
The full Code is reproduced each year in ABA SECTION OF LEGAL EDUCATION AND ADMISSIONS

TO THE BAR, REVIEW OF LEGAL EDUCATION.
45. The inclusion of a representative from the student bar associations in each such

Committee on Cooperation, under Standard 28, during the consideration of broad, general
policies, such as those discussed in this paper, is suggested and recommended.

[Vol. 1:87
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of Justice, Newport, R.I., 1957-59; Fleet Legal Officer, U.S. Pacific
Fleet, U.S. Navy, Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, 1963-65; Assistant Judge
Advocate General of U.S. Navy, Washington, D.C., 1967-68.
Professor, Texas Tech University, 1968-present.

WEX S. MALONE-A.B. 1928, J.D. 1931, University of North
Carolina; LL.M. 1933, Harvard University. Professor, University of
.Mississippi, 1931-32; private practice, New York City, 1933-35;
Assistant Professor, Louisiana State University, 1939-41; Senior
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Attorney,. F.P.H.A., 1942-44; Associate Professor, 1944-46, Professor,

1946-66, Boyd Professor, 1966-present, Louisiana State University.
National President, Order of the Coif, 1961-64; President, Associ-

ation of American Law Schools, 1967.

HOWARD W. SCHMIDT- Bachelor of Architecture 1950, Texas
Technological College. Designer, Atcheson & Atkinson, Lubbock,
Texas, 1950-55; partner, Schmidt & Stuart, Lubbock, 1955-64; Howard
Schmidt & Associates, Architects, Lubbock, 1964-present. Consulting
Architect of Texas Tech University, 1966-present; member of
American Institute of Architects; Vice President of Texas Society of
Architects; Adjunct Professor, School of Law, Texas Tech University.

GEORGE NEFF STEVENS-A.B. 1931, Dartmouth College; LL.B.
1935, Cornell University; M.A. 1941, University of Louisville; S.J.D.
1951, University of Michigan. Professor, University of Louisville,
1936-41; Visiting Assistant Professor, University of Cincinnati, 1941-
42; Visiting Associate Professor, Ohio State University, 1942-43;
Assistant Dean and Professor, Western Reserve University, 1946-51;
Dean and Professor, Buffalo University, 1951-52; Dean and Professor,
University of Washington, 1952-65; Professor, University of
California, Hastings, 1965-66; Dean and Professor, Lewis and Clark
College, 1966-68; Visiting Professor, University of New Mexico, 1968;
Visiting Professor, University of Washington School of Law, 1968-69;
Professor, Texas Tech University, 1969.
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